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Encyclopaedia Arcane: Battle Magic Continuing the Encyclopaedia Arcane series. Battle Magic introduces the greatest force of sorcery into the d20 System. Battle Mages of incredible power are able to blast entire hordes of enemies apart with fire and lightning - now, for the very first time, players too can access this awesome destructive force. This product requires the use of the Dungeons and Dragons [registered] Player's Handbook, Third Edition, published by Wizards of the Coast[registered]

If you use Battle Magic in your campaign then you'll be introducing two powerful (and possibly over-powering) factors to your game world - mighty spells and influential guilds. 
  
 The premise of Battle Magic is simple; do away with those spells of knowledge, summoning or other spurious effects and concentrate entirely on ways to inflict huge amounts of damage on their foes. A great deal of damage in as little time as possible. The author estimates that the Battle Mage can inflict about 30% more damage than wizardly rivals. The basic rites and rituals of spell casting are pushed aside as well and replaced with two differing the system. The Battle Magic as a close combat specialist cousin in the form of the Eldritch Warrior. The Eldritch Warrior channels her magic through her spellblade and is immune to her own magical effects; thus allowing her to thrust her sword along with fireball into the ogre in front of her and run no risk of being burnt. The Battle Mage has the expensive issue of sliding gems around on their Mortis Harness, a series of sliding rules and catches which are worn as an item of clothing by the mage.
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Broadband Wireless Communications Business: An Introduction to the Costs and Benefits of New TechnologiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
With the emergence of broadband wireless communication systems, new business opportunities have appeared for operators, content provides, and manufacturers.   

   Broadband wireless communications technologies promise the freedom of constant access to the Internet at high speeds, without the limitation of connection...
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Data Modeling Essentials, Third Edition (Morgan Kaufmann Series in Data Management Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 2004
Data Modeling Essentials, Third Edition provides expert tutelage for data modelers, business analysts and systems designers at all levels. Beginning with the basics, this book provides a thorough grounding in theory before guiding the reader through the various stages of applied data modeling and database design. Later chapters address...
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Professional PHP4Apress, 2003
PHP is an Open Source, server-side, HTML-embedded—web-scripting language for  creating dynamic web pages. Not only browser-independent, PHP offers simple  cross-platform solutions for e-commerce, and web and database-driven  applications.

Enter: Professional PHP4. This book will show you exactly how to  create fantastic...
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Numerical Methods (De Gruyter Reference)De Gruyter, 2019

	This multi-volume handbook is the most up-to-date and comprehensive reference work in the field of fractional calculus and its numerous applications. This third volume collects authoritative chapters covering several numerical aspects of fractional calculus, including time and space fractional derivatives, finite differences and finite elements,...
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The Myth of Leadership : Creating Leaderless OrganizationsDavies-Black Publishing, 2004
In this unconventional, thought-provoking text, Jeffrey Nielsen debunks leader-based corporate hierarchies and presents the paradigm of "peer-based" organizations.

Can we really run organizations without leaders? Yes, says organizational consultant Jeffrey Nielsen in this provocative book. According to Nielsen, it’s time...
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Allied Fighting Effectiveness in North Africa and Italy, 1942-1945 (History of Warfare)Brill Academic Publishers, 2014

	Allied Fighting Effectiveness is a collection of scholarly papers focusing on a variety of different aspects of the major campaigns of North Africa, Sicily and Italy, ranging from operation TORCH to the end of the war in Europe.
...
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